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Abst ract

A high energy proton microprobe has been constructed on

a dedícated beamline at the University of Manitoba

Accelerator Centre. Chapter one describes the extensive

program of design and development of the major components of

the microprobe. These developments include the design of the

target chamber, the object sl-it and the beam scanning stage.

The performance of the ma¡or components and the overalf

system to date is assessed.

Chapter two describes the experiment invol_ving the

implantation of deuterons into the pall-adium and indium

targets. This experiment was designed to observed the

possible neutrons resulting from the so-call-ed 'cofd fusion'

effect when there is a sufficiently high concentratíon of

deuterium nucl-ei present in the target samples. The

motivation was to sj-mulate the Utah electrolysis experiment

ín a non-equilibrium situation not invol-ving heavy water as

the intermediate materÍal. A significant neutron production

was observed in the implantation experiment and a preliminary

examination on the role of'cold'and thot'fusion in this

experiment is described.
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Chapter One

Commissioning and Characterization of the Manitoba Automated

High Energy Proton Microprobe
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1.1 fntroduction

A proton microprobe is an instrument. used for the

microanalysis of a sample in which a beam of protons is

focussed onto a target area of micrometer dimensions. As of

1988, some fifty proton microprobe facilities had been

developed t1l. This list inctudes a new and unique device,

the Manitoba AlltomaLed Hígh Energy Microprobe (MA-HEM) which

has recentJ-y been compJ-eted at the university of t',lanitoba

Accelerator centre. rt uses the spiraJ- ridge cyclotron as

the particl-e source. The Manitoba high energ:y microprobe

operates at a proton energy of 40 MeV and yields a beam spot

approximatery 10 pm in diameter. This microprobe is designed

to exploit features not availabl-e to microprobes operating at

a few MeV incident proton energy. Because 40 MeV protons

have a considerably larger range in matter and a rower energy

loss as compared to l-ow energy protons (1-5 MeV), MA-HEM is

an ideal- instrument for thin sample transmÍssion

microanalysis. Also at 40 MeV, the yÍeJ-d for K x-ray
productj-on is at or near its maximum val-ue for most rare

earth and rnedium to J-arge Z heavy elements [2r3] . MÂ-HEM can

measure elemental- concentrations at the 1 ppm level- for aj-l-

elements from arsenic to uranium in the periodic tabre. This

level is a factor of 100 times lower than that obtained

by low energy proton microprobes and l-000 times lower than
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that reached by scanning electron microscopes

When used ín conjunction with the proton induced x-ray

emission (PIXE) technique, MA-HEM becomes a microscope able

to examine the detail-s of elemental composition of geological

samples at the inclusion Ievel, biological samples at the

cel-l-ul-ar level- and physical samples at the micron Ievel.
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Description of MA-HEM Assembly

The schemat.ic layout for MA-HEM is shown in Figure

I.2.I. The 40 MeV proton beam leaves the cyclotron through a

slit of dimensions 5 mm x 12 mm j-n the x- and y- directions

respectively. The direct.ion of propagatj-on of the beam is

along the z-axis. It is first focussed by a preconditioning

magnetic quadrupole doublet (Qa, Q¡) to produce an image at

the 10 Fm x 70 pm microprobe object sl-it, 5.49 m downstream

from the cyclotron exit s1it. Each of the preconditioning

quadrupoles has a hal-f aperture of 5.21 cm and an effective

length of 31.1 cm. Tne first quadrupore defocusses the beam

in the x-z plane and focusses it in the y-z plane. The second

quadrupole focusses the beam in the x-z pl-ane and defocusses

it in the y-z plane. The operating conditions for e. and e5

are 276 mT and 278 mT respectively.

Another system of four magnetic quadrupoJ-es (e1, e2, e3,

Q4) , is placed 1. B m further downst.ream from the microprobe

object colrimation sLit. Each of the four quadrupoles has an

aperture diameter, pole tip to pole tip, of 5.08 cm and. an

effectíve length of 2I.1,5 cm. Neighbouring quadrupole

magnets are separated by I cm. The first and fourth

quadrupoles (outer doublet) have equar but opposite fierds,

as have the second and third doubLet (inner doubl-et) . The
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inner doublet is oríented at 90o relative to the outer

doubl-et. The pol-e tip magnet.ic field for the inner doublet

is 599 mT, and 286 mT for the outer doubl-et. This CDCD1 (in

x-z plane), or DCDC (in y-z plane) configuration, ís commonly

referred to as a 'Russian quadruplet' t4l. This set of

quadrupoles wil-l then focus the proton beam emerging from the

object col-Iimation slit to an image spot 10 ¡rm in diameter at

a distance of 20 cm from the exit of the fourth magnet of the

quadruplet system. A beam current at the sample of 300 pA

per PA ext.racted from the accelerator, is measured by means

of a secondary electron emission monitor placed 0.5 m from

the focus of the microprobe.

1C: Converging, D: Diverging
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1 .3 Opt imizat ion and Alignment

1 .3 . 1 The Obiect Slit

The object srits of a microbeam system are crucial to
the attainment of small spot size. The MA-HEM Object

collimation slits were constructed from stainl-ess stee1.

This coi-rimator design incorporates two crossed sl-its with
entrance and exit angJ-es of l-5o and 20 respectivery t5l . The

slit design is shown schematicarJ-y in Figure 1.3.1, where R

represents the proton range in steel. The entrance and exit
angles are al-so indicated.

A laser diffraction technique was used to caribrate the

MA-HEM object sl-it. The experimental- set-up is shown in
Figure 7.3.2. A He-Ne l-aser with waverengt.h 632.9 nm was

used. By observing the interference pattern on t.he screen

which resul-ted from a laser beam incident on the object srit,
the dimensions of the srit are calcul-ated using the forlowing
equations [6],

¿: (m+1 / 2)?ur / x

5:1n+1 /2llur/y
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where a and b are the half dimensions of the object slit.
rn this case, the MA-HEM object sl-it was determj-ned to have

dimensions o¡ 2¿=(72 +/- 2) pm and 2b:(j2 +/- Z) pm.

1,3 .2 The 'Russian quacrrupl et '

The crítical components of the focusing system are the
slit used to define the object aperture, and the magnetic

lens system used.

The microprobe quadrupore renses were designed to
minimize surface roughness of the pore tips whích ensures

uniformity of the magnetic field and minimizes parasitic
aberrations. Figure 1.3.3 shows the cross sectional geometry

of the quadrupore l-ens used. These microprobe quadrupol_es

exhibit excell-ent different.ial rinearity in the central 30 mm

of the magnet bore, âs shown in Figure l_.3.4.

The magnetic fierd mapping of the rRussian quadruplet'
was done using a Berl- 640 incremental Gaussmeter and a

transverse probe. The dimensions of the probe are r:25 .4 M,
w:3.'l mm and h:l- mm. A 2 m rong ptastic tube was designed to
hold the probe during the magnetic fierd measurement. The

transverse probe was pJ-aced at 1.43 cm from the centre of the
magnet bore. The magnetic fierd was then measured as a
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Figure l- .3.3 The cross sectional

Iens used.

geometry of the quadrupole
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function of the current applied to the magnet coils. AI] the

measurements were done in the region where the magnetic field
strengt.h is a maximum. Figure 1.3.5 (a) , (b) , (c) , (d) show

the variation of the fietd strength with current for all- four

guadnrpole magnets. The relationship between the field
strength and current is linear, as expected.

The average B fiel-d measured at 100 A for the quadruplet

system is (305 +/- 3) mT. The operating condition for the

quadrupoJ-e requires 599.1 mT at the pole tip for a 100 A

excitation current. A simple calcul-ation shows that this
requirement is satisfied by the measured val-ue. The

uncertainty in the field resul-ts from two sources: First the

tranverse probe is of finite size. Thus the measured val-ues

of the B-field are averaged over the area of the transverse

probe; and secondly there is always the possibility of a

misal-Ígnment of the quadruplet system

1.3.3 Ãlignment

The slit, quadrupole magnets and target. chamber must be

located rel-ative to the design axis of the beam from the

acceferator. This can be done using conventional surveying

t.echniques involving alignment lasers, Lelescopes and/or a

theodolyte. The Manitoba microprobe syst.em was aligned using
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a theodoryte. The opticaJ- axis of the system is taken to be

the path of a particle which passes through the tip of a

defining spire placed in the swit.ching magnet, the centre of
the object. srit and a fiducial point on the microprobe-line

aligning wal-l plate.
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L 4 Prel-iminarv Studv

Focusing a 70 lrm diameter spot from the object

col-limation sl-it to a 10 pm spot at the sample requires

demagnification factor of 7 and the attainment of magnetic

field strengths in the 'Russj-an guadruplet' as mentioned

earlier.

Replacing the 10 l-lm x 70 pm sl-it with a 3 mm diameter

carbon collimator enables a visual examination of the final

beam spot using a phosphor screen as the beam passes througrh

the microprobe lens system. A 40 MeV beam spot of roughly 2

mm in diameter was observed vísually on the phosphor screen

l-ocated at t.he focus of the microprobe. Since prevíous

measurements indicate that the actual- beam size is roughly

I/5 the observed size due to the multiple scattering of the

proton beam on the phosphor screen, the actual beam spot size

observed is then roughly 0.4 mm. This implies that a

demagnification factor of 7 is achieved from the 'object' to

'image' for the microprobe focusing system. This is the

first experimentaf verification of a design parameter for MA-

HEM I7].

The next task was to install the 70 Pm x 70 [rm object

sl-it into the microprobe beam line. A walL of concrete
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blocks was erected between the object srit and quadrupret

system to attenuate background radiation coming from the

upstream portion of the beam line and arriving at the target
stage.

A 125 pm thíck lead sheet was then placed at the focus of
the microprobe. using the prxE technigue, an experiment was

performed for a run time of 30 mín. A standard 241Am source

vras used to cal-ibrate the HpGe sorid state detector. Figure

1,.4.I shows the effect of a 40 MeV, unfocussed 7O pA

microbeam on the l-ead sheet. Four crearry distinguishabre K

x-ray l-ines from the l-ead vrere observed. This result
confirms the transportatj-on of a microbeam from the object
slit to the focal- point of the microprobe assembÌy.

rt is usefuf to obtarn a preriminary knowredge of the

dimensions of the beam spot prior to subsequent use of the

microprobe. A piece of thin mylar was placed at the focus of
the microprobe and irradiated with a 4o Mev microbeam for
approximatery 3 hours. The size of the resurtant beam spot

ln'as measured to be roughl-y 100 Fm in the vertical direction
and 50 pm in the horizontal direction. The final
measurements were made using a travelling rnicroscope.

The fact that the spot size measured here i-s larger than
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the anticipated instantaneous 10 pm dimension is due to the

nature of this measurement and to factors invorvíng J-ong term

beam stabirity and mechanical vibration. À granite table and

isol-ation berlows have now been acquired which it is believed

will solve this problem. Feerìhack of current information

through use of a downstream split-ionizatj_on chamber for

example, may be advisable in the future for routine automatic

operation. The accurate measurement of the instantaneous

spot diameter can however nord be made, and details of that.

technique are given in the paragraphs which fol_low.
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1.5 Measurement of the Spot Diameter

1.5.1 rntroduction

The spot size of a mícrobeam system is usually

determined by sweeping the beam over a sharp edge such as an

evaporated strip of metal, a fine wire or the bars of a

microscopic mesh IB], and recording the PIXE signat from the

metal as a function of the position of the target. The spot

size can t.hen be determined from the range of positions over

which the signal increases. This process must be repeated

with the target moving in the other direction, perpendicular

to the first, to obtain the dimensíons of the spot in both x-

and y- directions. In the earJ-y days of l-ow energy proton

microprobe development, optical objective lenses were used to

magnify the microbeam spot so that its dimensions could be

studied by measurement on a projected screen. This method

is, however highly expensj-ve and inappropriate for a high

enerqy microbeam.

1,.5.2 MA-HEM Beam Scanning Stage

The measurement of the dimensions of a high,energy

proton microbeam is far from simple task. Because of the

overal-l radiation field in the vicinity of the target stage,
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remote monitoring of t.he beam and its j-nteract.ion with matter

is essential. A television camera provides a means of

monj,toring experimental- conditions visually. The method

chosen for measuring the beam spot of MA-HEM is as follows

l9l. A 10 or 20 pm tungsten wire is moved perpendicularly

and horizontally across the beam at the focus of the

microprobe. Interaction of the microbeam with the tungsten

wire results in the production of tungsten K x-rays. These K

x-rays are then detected by a HpGe detector and their
intensity is recorded as a function of the position of the

wire. The dimensions of the beam spot can then be obtained

by identífying the full- width at hal-f height in the resulting

prof iJ-e t 10I .

As a means of moving the wíre, ít was decided that a

digitally controlled stepping motor woul-d be most suitable.

The schematic layout of the scanning stage is shown in Figure

l-.5.1. Simplicity and precision were the reasons for

choosing the worm gear coupled to a rack and pinion for the

transmission of motion. The tungsten wire is mounted (glued

with epoxy) across a 'C' shaped metal frame. This is in turn

connected to a rod passing through the target chamber waII by

means of a doubl-e O-ring seal. The rod is then bol-ted to the

rack.



Figure 1.5.1
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Schematic diagram

where A: 10 or 2O

B: Stepping

of MÀ-HEM beam scanning stage

pm tungsten wire

Motor.
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The target chamber is cylindrical, machíned from a

al-uminum pipe six inches in outer diameter and five inches in

inner diameter. Two, one inch wide horizontal- sl-ots which

all-ow passage of x-rays, are cut along an arc of the cylinder

and covered with the x-ray transparent material-, kaptcn.

Both HpGe and SiLi detectors may then be positioned at these

two slots, which are 45o to the beam axis.

The movement of the stepping motor is controll-ed

remotely by a set of electronic hardware situated in the

cyclotron control room. A schematic layout of these pieces

of hardware is shown in Fig'ure 1,.5.2.

A Chronetics pulser is used to generate a time base for

the stepping motor controll-er. Each puJ-se causes the MBD to

perform a time rel-ated function such as pulsing the motor.

The function of the LRS3511 ADC is to notify the MBD that a

time base pulse has occured. An Input Gate-Output Register,

'IGOR' is used to control both the direction and movement of

the motor. The MBD, and thus the VAX has compl-ete conLrol of

the stepping motor. The overall scanning system has been

completed and is operat.ional.

For every step of the motor, the tungsten wire will- move

an increment of 0.5 tlm. A PIXE experiment. wil-l- then be
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performed at this position and the intensity of the resulting
x-rays recorded. This procedure is repeated untir a profire
is obtained and analysis of this profile wil-l yield the
dimensions of the beam.
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Future Work

1 . 6 . 1 A'l ignment of the 'Russian quadrupt et '

Parasitic aberrations of a focusing system are J-argery

due to imperfect al-ignment of the l-ens relative to the beam

axis. Three conmon mechanical misarignments of a quadrupoJ-e

l-ens are: transverse displacement of the lens, tilting of the

lens and rotation of the l-ens about the beam axis. These

misal-ignments wirr cause parasitic aberrations which resurt
in degrading the size of the final beam spot t111. Hence

proper alignment of the l-ens system is required prior to
detailed investigation of the beam spot size.

1.6 .2 Ouadr upcl-e Power Sr,pply

To avoid degrading the focus of the final- beam spot due

to fietd f]uctuations, the power supplies used to excite the

magnet coils should have sufficient. stability and precision.

In practíce, the current applied to the magnet coils is
required to be stable to the order of L part in 105 or

better.

The power suppl-y currentry used for the outer doublet of
the MA-HEM quadrupJ-et has a stability of i- part in 103, while
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the supply for the inner doublet has a stability of 1- part in

105. ïn order to achieve a fine focus of the microbeam, it

is reguired that the existing power supply for the outer

doublet be replaced by a high stabíl-ity constant current

supply.

1.6.3 Vibration Isolation

It is important to ensure that the target chamber does

not move rel-ative to the microbeam duríng the analysis of the

beam spot or samples. The most l-ikely cause of target

chamber movement is buiJ-ding and pump vibration transmitted

to the target stage through the equipment. supports. Any

vibrating equipment associated with the target chamber, such

as vacuum pumps, needs to be well- isol-ated from the

target/magnet system.

As of today, the MA-HEM target stage is not isolated

from vibrations. This implies that the results of the

preliminary measurement of the beam spot using the thin myJ_ar

is not 'vibration free' . Hence the actual beam spot. is most

probably much smaller than the measured dímensions when

vibration is t.aken into account. To further the study on the

naLure of the beam spot, it is suggested that the target

chamber be isolated from the vibrating equipments wit.h anti
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-vibration mounLings and fl-exible connections.
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I.7 Conclusions

In conclusion, a proton microprobe operating at 40 MeV

has been constructed. Preliminary results show good

agrreement with the design parameters. The performance of the

major components of the microprobe and the overall system is

as expected. Time and financial- contraints have prevented

the scanning of the beam spot using the newl-y designed

scanning stage. However, it is expected that the beam spot

size is roughJ-y 10-20 p* in diameter when all the necessary

improvements to the system, such as those mentioned in the

l-ast section, have been completed.
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Chapter Two

The Role of CoId and Hot Fusion in the Impl-antatíon of

Palladium and fndium by Deuterons.
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2.I Tntroduction and Motivation

Nuclear fusion is a process invol_ving the combination of
two light nucl-ei to form a heavier nucleus. rt is welr known

that fusion of isotropíc hydrogen is an efficient mechanism

for energy producti-on. Tn the case of two deuterium nuclei,
in order for the two nuc.l-eí to come sufficiently c.l_ose

together to interact, they must first either pass over or
tunnel through the coul-omb barrier. For 40 years, it has

been bel-ieved that such a fusion process is only possibJ_e in
an environment of temperature Ín excess of a mirlion degrees.

The Deuterium fusion reaction includes:

D+D

D+D

D + T ------> 4He * n + 17.6 MeV

D + 3He ----> 4He + p + 18.3 MeV

The first two reactions indicate that the D-D fusion can

fol-l-ow either of two paths, either producing herium-3 and a
neutron or tritium and a proton. Both of these reactions are
equally probabre. The heavy products of the first two

reactions become reactanLs in the third and fourth reactions.
The entire reaction
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D+D

results in a net release of energy of 2L.5 MeV.

Cold fusion which takes place at room temperature is

possible. One mechanism for cold fusion involves repJ-acing

the efectron in a D2+ molecule by a negative muon lL2). The

more massive particl-e reduces the separation between the two

deuterium nuclei by a factor 200, and consequently increases

the neutron tunnel-l-ing probability by about B5 orders of

magnitude over that expected for a normaf mofecul-e.

Another approach to the phenomenon of cold fusion has

recently been studied in some detail by Fleischman and Pons

t13l and Jones et aI. t141. Both groups employed a

conventional electrolytic cell with a platinum anode

surrounding a palladium cathode. The electrolyte of the cel-l

consists of D2O (99.5?; enriched) made conducting by the

addition of LiOD. Fleischman and Pons observed an abnormal-

energy release and neutron emissions from the positive

palladium electrode; however, the Jones's group observed only

the neutron emissions and no major energy release. As of

today, more than fifty l-aboratories around the worl-d have

tried to duplicate the experiment using a similar

arrangement. Unfortunately, most do not confirm the reported
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results. Recent cai-culations t15l based on neutron

tunnelling suggest that the rate for D-D cold fusion is

roughJ-y 3 x 1,0-64 per deuteron pair per second. This

cal-cui-ation has not yet been confírmed experimentally.

While neither the compl-ete experimental facts of the

situation nor an adequate theoretical model- for such

processes are currently available, it seems that the

formation of high concentrations of deuterium nuclei in the

pal-Iadium metal- could be a prereguisite for the cold fusion

process. At the University of Manitoba Accelerator Centre,

several experiments invol-ving the direct implantation of

deuterium nucl-ei into metal surfaces were performed, based on

the above assumption. The motivation was to investígate the

results of the Fleischman and Pons electrolysís experiment in

a simil-ar non-equilibrium situation that did not involve

heavy water (D2O) as an intermediate material.
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Ion fmpfantatÍon with the Narodny Ion Accelerator

The process of implantation of 60 keV D2+ and D+ ions

into the palladium was carried out usj_ng the Narodny Ion

Accelerator (NrA) . The schematic diagram of the NrA ís shown

in Figure 2.2.1,. The ion source is a duoplasmatron type,

capabre of producing positive ions of the feed gas which may

then be acceleratecì to energies between 30 and 1,20 keV.

Because t.he beam is created by an electricar discharge, both
++++D2' and D' (with estimated ratio D2' zD' : 2:I) ions popuJ_ate

the plasma and are extracted from the ion source and

accelerated by a 60 kV potent.ial_ dif ference. Upon hitting

the target , u D2+ ion dissociates into two 30 keV D+ ions.

Three different sampJ_es [ (pd-In), In, (pd-C-In) ] r^/ere

mounted on the target holder and then subjected to

bombard.ment by the D2* and D+ ions for an period of time. rn

each case, the implanted surface was that of the first

element listed, namely Pd, In and pd.
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2.3 Neutron Detection

Because of the importance of the observation of neutrons

for the identification of the fusion process, several

different detection methods v¡ere selected to indicate their

presence.

2.3.I The OnIine Neutron Monitor (ONM)

The schematic layout of the ONM detection system is

shown in Figure 2.3.I, it registered data continuously during

the operation of the experiment. The detector was a 33.5 cm

long by 11.5 cm diameter cylindrical- piece of NE102 plastic

scintil-l-ator with two RCA 4522 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)

optical-Iy coupled to the ends. Pl-astic scintillator v¿as

chosen as the active medium because it contains a large

concentration of hydrogen atoms. A neutron is detected by

scattering off the proton in the hydrogen atom/ transfering

up to hal-f of its energy to the proton. The plastic

scintil-lator al-so has a low average atomic number which

resul-ts in Compton scattering being the primary method of

detection of T-rays. Thus, neutrons are el-astically scattered

from the protons in the hydrogen atoms as they pass through

the plastic; and the slowing of the energetic protons

produces scintil-Iat j-on light. The scintil-l-ation light then
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travers through the plastic to the pMTs where it is corlected
and converted to electronic puJ_ses.

The e.l-ectronic purses from the pMTs were divided and one

pul-se from each is sent to one of two constant l-evel-

discrimínators. These discriminators were set to level-s

above the el-ect.ronic noise l-evel_ from the pMTs. Log.ic pulses

from the discriminators were used to start a coincidence

unit. Thus, a val-id event reguired signals to be present in
bot.h PMTs. The coincidence purse was used to monitor the
number of events on a cAlr{AC scalar and provide a gate puJ_se

for a Lecroy 2249A cAMAc analog-digital_ converter (ADc) . The

second of the PMT puJ-ses from each tube was delayed so as to
arrj-ve at two channel-s of the ADC during the 200 nsec wide

gate purse. A 60 Hz purser was fed into another cAMAc scal-ar

unit to be used as a run-time cl-ock for the experiment. A

vort.age revel ADC was also incorporated ínto the system in
order to monitor the beam current on the target through a 68

kC) resistor. The cAMAc el-ectronics and. run-time event

processing were controrred with a pclXT compatibl-e computer.

For every valid event, the time of the event as recorded by

the cAMAc scalar, the beam current, and the ADC values from

both PMTs r^¡ere recorded and written to disk. rn this manner

the presence of coincidence events v,¡as J-ogged throughout the
experimental- runs. Anatysis of these events cou.l_d be carried
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Figure 2.3. l- schematic layout of the oNM detection system.
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out offl-ine at a l-ater time.

2.3 .2 Neutron Tndueecì Äet i vity

A way of measuring total neutron flux is through

activity induced by the neutron bombardment of a stabte

el-ement. rn thÍs technique, a sampJ-e is exposed to a neutron

flux for a measured period of time, creating a number of
radioactive nuclei. The sample is then placed in a low

background environment where the induced activity is measured

over a period of several harftives of the radioactive isot.ope

formed.

In this experiment, indium was selected as the suitable
element because of its identifíable gamma ray from a

metast.abi-e state of rel-atively short half life. The princípaI
nuclear reaction of interest is:

115In (n, n' ¡ 1-15m1r-,

The ef fective threshol-d for this induced reaction is l- .4 Mev

and the cross section is approximately 2 x lO-29 ^2 for 2.45

Mev incident neutrons t161. L15m1tr ¡u" a harfrife of 4.5 hrs

and its decay to the ground state of 115In includes the

emission of a 0.336 MeV gaÍìma ray 95Ê of the time t171.
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2.3.3 Run-Time Monitors

Two additional- broad spectrum neutron monitors, a Bonner

sphere neutron survey meter (Snoopy Np-2) and Ludlum L2-4

neutron monitor were used to monitor the neut.ron fluxes at
some distance from the site of t.he experiment. The monitors
were cal-ibrated for sensitivity to 2.5 Mev neutrons, and were

used to observe possible rapid increases in neutron
production which might represent a hazard.

The positions of the various detectors relative to the
target are shown in Figure 2.3.2. These three different
types of neutron monitor ensure over-determination of the
presence of neutrons in this experiment.
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2.4 Procedure

In this experiment, a 0.2 mm thick metal target was

bombarded with a stream of 60 keV D2+ and D* ions. The DZ+

moÌecul-es dissociated into deuterium nuclei upon striking the

target and eventually stop with a range of roughJ-y 0 .4 Ll"m

inside the palladium metal. To the extent that they are

mobil-e, the deuterons distributed themselves throughout the

palJ-adium. A 10 hrs exposure to the deuterium beam

corresponds to an impJ-antatÍon of roughly 1019 deuterons into

the palladium metal AssumJ-ng that al-l- deuLerons are

retained in the palladium sample, they become targets

themsel-ves for the subsequent incoming deuterium nuclei.

The experiment. consisted of three different experimental

runs. In the first experiment (Pd-In) , a 1 cm3 ind.ium pellet

was placed under the palJ-adium sheet target. The palladium

was then implanted with deuterons for 24 hrs. The second

experiment (In) involved the dírect implant.ation of deuterons

into a 4 mm thick indium sampJ-e. The purpose of the second

experiment was to examine if any different effect would

resul-t from t.he ímplantatÍon of a dif f erent metal. In the

third experiment, a 3.3 mm thick carbon sheet was sandwiched

between the paJ-l-adium sheet and a second 4 . B mm thj-ck indium

pellet, to absorb any deuterons that might not have stopped
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within the palradium. The impJ-antation times for the second

and third experiment were t hrs and 13.5 hrs respectively.

The activated indium sampre was removed from the target
holder immediat.ery after the deuterj-um beam was turned off .

The sampre was then taken to experimental area A of the

cyclotion l-aboratory where a NaI (Tl) detector and

mul-tichanner analyser were l-ocated. The emission spectrum of
t.he indium sample was then measured for 9 hrs on each

occasion and the data were stored every hour throughout the
counting period. The energy spectrum hras calibrated using
i-33g¿, 22Na and 137gs sources. À j-east sguare fit to the

caribration data indicated no significant deviation from

linearity. Background was counted for approximateJ-y 9 hrs

for each of the three experimentaL runs. Figure 2.4.r shows

a typical- background spectrum obtained using the NaI (T1)

detector.

The sensitivity of the oNM det.ector to a neutron source,

ganìma rays and cosmic rays was examined prior to the

experimentar runs. The oNM detector was placed near the

Narodny accererator. An Àc-Be neutron source was then praced

near the centre of the ptastic scintirlator and the resurting
purse height spectrum obtained from the oNM detector is shown

in Figure 2.4.2. The ganma ray sensitivity of the ONM
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detector was low when exposed to a 3? I4Bq 22¡. source. The

response of the ONM detector due to cosmic rays was examined

over a period of IA hrs. Figure 2.4.3 shows the pulse height

spectrum of the cosmic ray particl-es accumulated over this
period of time.
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2.5 Resul-ts and Analy.sís

2.5.7 The ONM Detector

The beam current monitor reading for the pd_In

experiment is shown in Figure 2.s.1,. The average current bras

rr154 counts for the pd-rn experiment, and 15503 
"orrrlt" and

7401-9 counts for the rn and pd-c-rn experiments respectivel-y.
The calibration scale r,ras 3112 counts per vol_t across the 68

kO resist.or.

Fi-gure 2.5.2 shows the pulse height spectrum recorded

during the pd-ln experiment. consider the pulse height
spectra shown in Figure 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. The main response

of the oNM detector to the neutron source was berow channel

300 whil-e the response due to cosmic ray particl_es was

Ìargely above channel- 300. For the purpose of anal_ysis,

channel 300 was chosen to divide the response of t.he oNM

detector. The events with purse heights bel_ow 300 will_ be

referred to as 'neutron-rike' or n-like events and those
events that r^rere above channer 300 are cal_l_ed 'minimum
ionizing particle-l_ike' or mip-Iike events.

The raw data registration rate obtained from the oNM

detector for t.he pd-rn run is shown in Figure 2.s .3, where
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the run time has been subdivided into l-0 minute intervals.

There was a jump in the data regístration rate 6 hrs into the

experimental run. This increase seems to be associated with

the ONM detector 'settling in' because it occurs

simultaneously in both n-like and mip-like signals. The

features occuring at 20 hrs into the run seem to be related

to the rapid changing of beam current. Figure 2.5.4 shows

the beam current corrected n-Iike signals from the Pd-fn run.

It is clear that Lhere was a linear increase in the n-like

signals with the experimental- run time. No observable

increase in the n-like signal-s was recorded during the first

6 hrs. The raw data for the mip-J-ike signals is shown in

Figure 2.5 .5. As expected, the mip-J-ike event registration

rate remain roughJ,y constant throughout the experimental- run

and is not expected to depend on the concentratíon of

deuterium atoms present in the palladium nor the beam

current.

Because the PMTs of the ONM detector were accidentally

exposed to J-ight after the completion of the Pd-In

experiment, the ONM detector was rebuilt with new PMTs. The

raw data registration rate for the In and Pd-C-fn experiments

are shown in Figure 2.5.6 and Figure 2.5.7 resPectively. The

data registration rate jumps observed during these two

experj-ment.a1 runs were characterized by no measurable signal
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from the oNM detector. This coul-d have been a resul-t of
inproper cal-ibration of the new pMTs or possibly the data
registration rates viere too high and may exceeded the maximum

data registration rate all-owed by the monitoring equipment.
Tabre 2.5.r gíves the total- number of events recorded from
the oNM detector for the three different experimental_ runs.

Tabl-e 2.5.2 summarizes the raw and beam current
corrected data registration rate for 10 min tíme interval in
the three series of experiments. Note that the mip-rike
event registration rate is roughly constant over alr
experimental runs. The estimated energy of the neutrons
generated for this experiment is roughly 1 to 3 MeV and the
neutron production rate is roughi-y BOo neutrons per second..

2 .5 .2 fndium Act i vat i on

Figure 2.5.8 (a) , (b) , (c) show the background

subtracted energy spectrum of the activated indium obtained
from each of the experimental runs. For the pd-c-rn

experiment, a ganìma ray peak with centroid at. energy (331.3

+/- 10.0) kev is c]-ear]-y observed. The har-frife of the
activated indium was calculated to be (4.58 +/_ 0.1,2) hrs.
Both the observed gamma ray energy and the hal-fÌife of the
excited indium correspond to those expected from a
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1151¡ (n, n'¡ 115m1¡

reaction. Thís fact indicates that a significant neutron

f1ux was generated during the period of impÌantation of

deuterium nucl-ei into the parradium. The results obtained

from al-l three experiments are summarized in Tabl_e 2.5.3.

Note that the

11-51¡ (n, n'¡ 115mir.,

reaction al-so occurred in the second experiment where the

deuterium nuclei were impJ-anted directly into the indium

pellet. A l-arger degree of neutron activation was expected

and observed compared to the Pd-In and Pd-C-In runs; since

the indium acted as both the tarqet for the deuterium beam

and the detector of subsequent neutrons.

Using the data obtained in studying the decay of the
1-15m1rt, the neutron rate generated in the experiment was

estimated to be of order of L x 103 neutrons per second,

assuming that the neutron production rate is constant..
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2 .6 Theoret ical Est i mat i on of Neri- ron Prorin¡-f 'i nn R:f e

2 .6 .L Direct Calcul-ation of 'Hot ' Fusion Reactíon Rate

Since this experiment invol-ved the implantation of

palladium by 60 keV and 30 kev o+ ions, these ions can react

with the deuterons aJ-ready implanted at various depths inside

the pall-adium metaI.

The total- cross-section o, of the D-D nuclear reaction as

a function of íncident. D+ energy has been experimentally

determj-ned t 1B I and is given by

o(E): (2.88 x IO-22 / E) Exp t-45.9 / (E)0.51 [cm21.

SimilarIy, t.he ratio of D (d, n) 3g" cross-section (ooorr) to

D(drp)T cross-section ,oOOO) was previously measured to be

o (E):(6x10-48+0.921) o (E)DDn' -DDp

The energy of the deuterons as they traverse the

palladium has been calcul-ated and is shown in Figure 2 .6.1,

t191. Because of the energy losses, the D-D fusion reaction

rate varies at various depths x inside the pal-ladium,. since
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the incident deuteron energy is

the depth x. Figure 2.6.2 shows

deuterons of energy appropriate

depths x for the 60 keV incident

D+ ions have a total- range l-ess

most of the 60 kev o+ ions wifl-

ions implanted in the palladium

now an explicit function of

the cross-section oOO' for

to the depth x, at various

D* ions. Since the 30 keV

than that of 60 kev ¡+ ions,

interact with the 30 kev o+

metal.

Assuming that aII the implanted

ín the palladium metal_, and that the

deuterons inside the paJ_Ìadium metal

Gaussian function,

deuterons were retained

distribution of these

is approximately a

N(x,t) : tNo(t) / (2n)0-S ç¡l Exp [*(x - Rdz / 2 d2]

where Ro is the mean range of the imprant.ed deuterons, g" ís
the deviation from Ro determined from range straggring and

No(t) : 0t is the number of implanted deuterons. O is t.he

implantation rate of incident 30 kev o+ ions and t is the
imprantation t.ime. The total- reaction rate can then be

estimated by integrating the differentiar reactj-on rate over

the total path rangie R1 of the 30 kev o+ ions, i.e.

^RtRate(t) : J {Þooorr(x) N(x,t) dx
0
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where Õ is the f l-ux of incident 60 kev D+ ions .

The total- reaction rate is time dependent since the

number of implanted deuterons Ne(t) increases with time.

Note that the cal-culation does not include a component

arising from incident 30 kev n+ ions ínteracting with the

imp]-anted deuterons. This is because the reaction cross-

section for 30 kev deuterons is roughJ-y r/s of that for 60

keV deuterons, and decreases rapidJ-y as the deuteron energy

decreases (x increases ) Ai-though N (x, t ) is a Gaussian

function, the rapid decrease in the reaction cross-section

dominates the product N(x,t)OOO'.,(x) so that the overall

reaction rate remains smal-1 compared to reaction rate
generated from incident 60 kev D+ ions.

The following numbers were used to caÌcul-ate the totat
reaction rate for the Pd-In experiment:

0 : 4. Bq x IO14 D+/sec

þ : 2.98 x l-013 D+/""c c*2

cr: 0.035 pm

RT = 0.43 pm

Ro : 0.23 pm

and the resulting tota] reaction rate, which is also the rate
of neutron production, is

Rate (t) 1. Og x IO-2 t [neutron/sec] .
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Therefore for the Pd-In experiment (24 hrs), a total of

3.41 x 107 neutrons were produced. Taking into account the

solid angle subtended by the indium pellet, roughly 30t of

3.4L x 107 neutrons woul-d cause the production of 115mrll

nuclei.

2.6.2 Cafculation of the Number of fnduced fndium Nucl-ei

During the irradiation, the growth of 115m1¡ nucl-ei is

proportionaf to the activatíon cross-section o-, the neutron

f l-ux 0r", and the number of indium atoms N1. However, the
115m1tr nucl-ei decay during the irradiation process at a rate

l,N. {t), where }" is determíned by the decay constant of 115m1t,

and Nu (t) is the total- number 115m1t"r nuclei present at any

time t. Hence the net build-up rate of 115m1n is

dNa (t) /dt : Qn oa Ni - l,x, {t)

and 0r, : [Rate (t) /Area] [Fraction of so]-id angle

subtended by the indium pelletl.

Integrating the above expression yields

Na(t) : Aoa Ni lt/L - L/t'"2 + 0/L2)exp(-Àr) l

where A : t1.09 x lo-z/Areal lFraction of solid angle
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subtended by the indium pelletl for the Pd*In experiment,

À: 4.27 x 10-5 sec-1 and ou: 2 x ro-25 c*2. Table 2.6.r

summarizes the results obtained from this cafculation for the

Pd-In and Pd-C-In experiments.



Experiment

Pd- In

Live Time

(Hours )

Pd-C- In

Number of Activated
Indium Nuclei
Observed (x 10E4)

24

Table 2.6.1 The number of activated indium nuclei observed and

catc,rtateO for the Pd-In and pd-C-In experj-ments.

l_3.5

3.84 +/- 0.20

7 .84 +/- 0.22

Number of Activated
Indium Nuclei
Calculated (x 10E4)

3 .7I

1.13 I

-J(n
I
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2.7 Discussion

From the data obtained in this experíment, the estimated

neutron production rate is 1 x 103 neutrons per second. One

interesting feature to note is that from Fígure 2.5.4, the

number of neutron produced increases linearJ_y with the

implantation time. Therefore the neutron production rate is

constant and independent of time. The cal-curation performed,

in section 2.6 is based on the assumption that the reaction

rate is time dependent. However, the data obtaíned from the

ONM detector does not show this feature. AJ_so, from Table

2.6.I, a]-though the observed number of 115m1tt nucl-ei produced

from the Pd-In experiment might seem to agree with the hot

fusion cal-culation. However, the cal-culated number of 115m1tt

nuclei from the Pd-C-In experiment is only 15U of the

observed value.

several- factors such as the diffusion rate of deuterons

and the exact profire of the implanted deuterons inside the

palladium metal at a given time were not included in the

cal-culation of hot fusion reaction rate. rt stil-r remains a

question as to how these factors woul-d infl-uence the overal-r

hot. fusion reaction rate.
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2.8 Concl-usions

A significant neutron fl_ux is observed from the

implantation of palladium and ind.ium by 60 keV and 30 kev D+

ions. The experimentar data obtained from the oNM detector

and the induced 115m1t experiment give consistent resul-ts.

The estj-mated neutron prod.uction rate is roughly l- x 103

neutrons per second for this experiment.

A preliminary calculation of the hot fusion reaction

rate shows disagreement with the experimental data. rn order

to determine the role of col-d fusion in this experiment, a

further examination on the role of hot fusion ¡ or a more

detailed cal-cul-ation of the hot fusíon reaction rate is

needed.
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